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Figure J.1 Executive summary – Sweden
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J.1. Background
Sweden demonstrates a relatively high defence export activity and the capacity to design, manufacture and
support a range of sophisticated weapon systems – and, crucially, to do so independently in those critical
areas deemed essential to maintaining Sweden’s sovereignty as part of its longstanding policy of armed
neutrality.1 Sweden’s decision not to join the NATO alliance2 led the government to prioritise the
development of a strong Swedish DTIB and indigenous defence capabilities. The Swedish DTIB
generated a turnover of €29 billion in 20153 and over 60% of the Swedish DTIB’s turnover is currently
generated by exports, which amounted to €1.17 billion in 2017.45 Sweden’s recognised centres of
excellence include aerospace, underwater systems, cyber, automotive and telecommunications, which are
increasingly expanding to include autonomous vehicles and robotics.
Sweden has purposefully pursued mutually reinforcing relationships between various government,
industry and academic stakeholders to increase the efficiency of pooling resources and better align demand
with supply for skills.6 The government also encourages regular collaboration to ensure close cooperation
between stakeholders and maximise defence programmes’ contribution to the Swedish economy. Equally,
efforts have been made to ensure that defence programmes are recognised nationally as Swedish centres of
excellence that can support non-defence industries. For example, the Gripen programme supported the
development of Volvo by showcasing its engines for the civilian aviation market, and supported Ericsson
by employing its products in military communications for Gripen.7 Simultaneously, companies such as
Volvo and Ericsson’s investment in Sweden’s universities, especially in engineering skills, has supported
the growth of the pool of dual-use engineering skills, which the defence industry can leverage to its own
benefit.

1

Britz, M. 2016. ‘Military non-alignment, political solidarity, and a retreat to territorial defence: how to understand
the Swedish NATO-debate.’ Norwegian Institute of International Affairs. As of 27 September 2018:
http://www.css.ethz.ch/content/dam/ethz/special-interest/gess/cis/center-for-securitiesstudies/resources/docs/NUPI_Policy_Brief_17_16_Britz.pdf
2
Britz, M. 2016. ‘Military non-alignment, political solidarity, and a retreat to territorial defence: how to understand
the Swedish NATO-debate.’ Norwegian Institute of International Affairs. As of 27 September 2018:
http://www.css.ethz.ch/content/dam/ethz/special-interest/gess/cis/center-for-securitiesstudies/resources/docs/NUPI_Policy_Brief_17_16_Britz.pdf
3
Limmergard, Robert. 2016. ‘A new security environment: implications for the Swedish defence industrial base.’ As
of 27 September 2018: https://soff.se/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/ESD_SOFF_article.pdf
4
Limmergard, Robert. 2016. ‘A new security environment: implications for the Swedish defence industrial base.’ As
of 27 September 2018: https://soff.se/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/ESD_SOFF_article.pdf
5
Nordström, L. 2018. ‘Swedish arms exports topped 11 billion last year.’ As of 27 September 2018:
https://www.thelocal.se/20180226/swedish-arms-exports-topped-11-billion-kronor-last-year
6
Keating, Edward G., Irina Elena Danescu, Dan Jenkins, James Black, Robert Murphy, Deborah Peetz, and Sarah
H. Bana. 2015. The Economic Consequences of Investing in Shipbuilding: Case Studies in the United States and Sweden.
Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-1036-AUS. As of September 21 2018:
https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR1036.html
7
Keating, Edward G., Irina Elena Danescu, Dan Jenkins, James Black, Robert Murphy, Deborah Peetz, and Sarah
H. Bana. 2015. The Economic Consequences of Investing in Shipbuilding: Case Studies in the United States and Sweden.
Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-1036-AUS. As of September 21 2018:
https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR1036.html
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Sweden’s Total Defence Strategy 2017 envisages a concept that could allow the whole of Swedish society to
be mobilised in a severe security crisis, and also involves the participation of the whole of society in the
development of Sweden’s defence sector. With Swedish defence policy undergoing a transformation as a
result, there is likely to be comprehensive reform of strategic planning processes that could include a more
systematic approach towards the development of defence-related skills. A survey by the Swedish Security
& Defence Association (SOFF) found that around one-third of Swedish youth surveyed expressed no
intention of joining the defence industry due to moral reservations. However, the negative perception
among youth appears to be changing.

J.1.1. Key industry players
Although the Saab Group is the largest defence company in Sweden, there are also a number of global
companies’ subsidiaries and several civil companies with defence-related business segments. Saab plays a
major role in Sweden’s industry-led development programmes, offering a range of programmes that target
talent at various career and life stages. Since Saab invests 20% of its revenue in R&D, its workforce
demographics reflect this emphasis and over 75% of its staff are categorised as highly skilled. Saab’s
portfolio covers aerospace, land and naval domains, which also affects its workforce demographics. The
company is also developing its business segment in the space sector, so specialised skills in these sectors
may experience more demand in the future.
Table J.1 Selected Swedish defence companies
Number of

Company

Focus area

Saab AB

Fighter and civil aircraft; submarines and surface vessels;

employees
15,465

ground-based air defence; air, land and naval surveillance
systems;

communications

systems;

electronic

warfare;

sensors; radar; unmanned aerial systems;
BAE Systems Bofors AB

Land and naval weapons systems

-

BAE Systems Hägglunds AB

Military and civil land vehicles

-

AvL Scandinavia

Autonomous land vehicles

200

Scania CV AB

Civil and military vehicles

46,243

Volvo Defense AB

Military land vehicles

Kockums AB

Submarines and naval surface vessels

1,100

Source: RAND Europe

J.2. Overview of skills gaps and shortages
Since the Swedish DTIB’s key manufacturing capabilities and defence exports are anchored in fighter
aircraft and underwater naval systems, it is possible to derive a demand for skilled personnel with
specialisms in these areas. One industry stakeholder expressed the lack of engineering skills in every
specialism, but especially in software engineering, mechanical engineering and electrical engineering.

From these areas, reportedly software engineering experiences the most competition due to demand from
9
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the Swedish defence, video games and telecommunications industries. In addition, Sweden’s emphasis on
advanced R&D in emerging technologies such as AI, robotics and advanced materials such as graphene is
expected to generate additional demand for specialisations in these areas. Saab is currently leading the
delivery of the Gripen-E programme8 and provides minor inputs to the Eurofighter programme.9
Additionally, Saab is cooperating with Boeing to jointly develop a series prototype for the US Air Force’s
T-X jet trainer programme.10
Overall, defence programmes in Sweden and the skills requirements of civil industries with applications to
defence are expected to generate demand for skills such as:


Engineering with specialisms in aerospace, avionics, underwater vehicles, mechanical, software,

electro-optics, electric, automation, systems security, control systems, radars, safety, arms
integration and explosive technology computation;


Software development with specialisms in avionics, control systems testing, air management, 3D

graphics, combat systems and C4I solutions;


Management specialising in defence regulatory systems and logistics coordination;



Constructors, configurators, builders, mechanics, technicians and maintenance personnel.

J.3. National and regional policies and programmes
J.3.1. Overview of national and regional policies
The Swedish government pursues the following strategies:


Adoption of an ‘advanced customer’ role, which describes how the government leverages its role

as customer to actively maximise the benefits of spill-overs from defence programmes to the wider
Swedish economy, such as white collar employment or knowledge generation. The government
also pursues synergies between the defence and civil industries and close cooperation with
industry to ensure better alignment of skills demand with the supply of talent and skills;


Strategic pursuit of the ‘Triple Helix’ approach to innovation, which describes systematic and

regular engagement and the fostering of linkages between government, academia and industry to
collaborate on mutually beneficial initiatives. This approach is particularly evident in Sweden’s
aerospace cluster in Linköping, which exemplifies the approach through close cooperation
between Saab and other industry players in its supply chain, along with Linköping University,
local science parks, incubators, venture capital, and local government;11

8

Ahlqvist and Smith. 2017. ‘Gripen – the smart fighter.’ Saab. As of 27 September 2108:
https://saabgroup.com/globalassets/corporate/investor-relations/reports/2017/gripen-seminar_saab_2017.pdf
9
Saab 2018. ‘A history of high technology.’ As of 22 October 2018: https://saabgroup.com/about-company/history/
10
Insinna. n.d. ‘Another US Air Force aircraft contract just got delayed.’ Defense News. As of 27 September 2018:
https://www.defensenews
11
Keating, Edward G., Irina Elena Danescu, Dan Jenkins, James Black, Robert Murphy, Deborah Peetz, and Sarah
H. Bana. 2015. The Economic Consequences of Investing in Shipbuilding: Case Studies in the United States and Sweden.
Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-1036-AUS. As of September 21 2018:
https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR1036.html
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Prioritisation of a workforce with advanced R&D capabilities. Sweden’s R&D focus is partly

driven by the privatisation of the defence industry and the lack of available R&D funding from
government. The high demand for engineering skills has spurred the defence industry to take an
active role in the support of the necessary skills to sustain high R&D activity, with companies
such as Saab re-investing as much as 20% of revenue in R&D.
Outside the ‘pure’ defence sector, national policies emphasise cyber-related skills. This is in line with
government’s ambition to ramp-up cybersecurity measures since 2017, after the launch of the National
Strategy for Cyber Security. One of the priorities in the strategy is ‘increasing knowledge and promoting
expertise’, which involves expanding educational efforts in higher education and regular training activities
to develop the skills base required to tackle urgent cybersecurity challenges.

J.3.2. Overview of national and regional programmes
National programmes are offered by universities, defence colleges and the government’s Defence Materiel
Organisation. The government engagement begins before students enter tertiary education by offering
programmes for secondary school students. Programmes in defence academies typically focus on skills in
the political sciences and military tactics, but do also offer modules in military engineering. Government
and voluntary organisations’ engagement with school-age youth aims to support recruitment strategies
and features strongly in Sweden’s approach towards fostering defence-related skills. While these
programmes are not necessarily defence-specific, they do target technical skills that can be developed for
defence application.
University programmes in technical universities typically offer dual-use engineering programmes of
relevance to the defence industry. Some of the high-profile programmes include the Royal Institute of
Technology’s master’s and doctoral programmes in aerospace engineering, which accepts around 6-12
students per year, and Linköping University’s master’s programme in aeronautical engineering, which is
supported by Saab. Other universities offer relevant courses in aerospace, naval, automotive, space,
mechanical, electrical and software engineering, including the Chalmers University of Technology12 and
Lund University.13 Many Swedish universities such as Stockholm,14 Lund,15 Gothenburg,16 Blekinge
Institute of Technology,17 Halmstad,18 and Linnaeus19 also offer a range of programmes in cyber,

12

Chalmers University. n.d. ‘Master’s degree programmes.’ As of 27 September 2018:
https://www.chalmers.se/en/education/programmes/masters-info/Pages/default.aspx
13
Lund University Lund University. n.d. ‘Faculty of engineering.’ As of 27 Setpember 2018:
http://www.lth.se/english/education/bachelors-programmes/
14
Stockholm
University.
n.d.
‘Information
security.’
As
of
27
September
2018:
https://dsv.su.se/en/education/courses-and-programmes/masters/information-security-120-credits
15
Lund University (N.d)
16
University
of
Gothenburg.
n.d.
‘Network
Security.’
As
of
27
September
2018:
https://utbildning.gu.se/education/courses-and-programmes/course_detail?courseid=DIT071
17
BTH.
n.d.
‘MSc
in
Computer
Security.’
As
of
27
September
2018:
http://edu.bth.se/utbildning/utb_program.asp?PtKod=DVACD16h
18
HH. n.d. ‘IT Forensics and Information Security.’ As of 27 September 2018:
http://www.hh.se/villstudera/ingenjorochteknik/programgrund/itforensikochinformationssakerhet180hp.65438386.
html?ptKod=TGITK16h
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information security and network security. Sweden also has an extensive network of educational non-forprofit volunteer organisations geared at capacity building and skills development in specialised areas.20
Table J.2 Overview of selected public skills programmes
Programme

Career stage

Domain

Skills focus

Astronomical Youth Room

Secondary school

Space

Space engineering

Research School21

students

Defence Materiel

Secondary school

Land

Management

Organisation 's 'Technology

students

in

military

vehicles,

weapons, air defence systems, logistics

Leap' internship22

and field work systems

Federation of Occupational

-

Land

Maintenance of aerodromes, damage

Engineers volunteer training

assessment and restoration after bomb

programmes23

attacks,

new

road

construction,

preparation of grouping sites, blasting
Gothenburg University MSc

University students

Air

Aerospace engineering

University students

Air

Aeronautical

in Aerospace Engineering
Linköping University Master’s
Programme in Aeronautical

design,

Engineering

system

engineering,

aerodynamics,
design,

aircraft

engineering

product

modelling,

aircraft systems
RISE Center for Cybersecurity

University students

C4ISTAR

ICT and cybersecurity

University students

Naval

Ship

MA Thesis programme24
Royal Institute of Technology
MA in Naval Architecture

25

design,

marine

marine

structures,

hydromechanics,

and

composite

materials, management ship, hydrostatics
and stability, resistance and propulsion,
waves, seakeeping, manoeuvring
Royal Institute of Technology

University students

Air

Aeronautics

engineering,

MSc in Aerospace

engineering,

Engineering

lightweight structures

Swedish Defence University's

University students

Cross-

19

space

systems

engineering,

Military technology policy in command

Linnaeus University. n.d. ‘Network security.’ As of 27 September 2018: https://lnu.se/program/natverkssakerhet/
Frivilligutbildning. n.d. ‘About voluntary defense organizations.’ As of 27 September 2018:
http://www.frivilligutbildning.se/kontakt
21
Space Research School. n.d. ‘Space Research School.’ As of 27 September 2018:
https://www.astronomiskungdom.se/rymdforskarskolan/
22
Teknikspranget. n.d. ‘FMV.’ As of 27 September 2018: https://teknikspranget.se/2014/10/20/3218/
23
IIR. n.d. ‘About IRR.’ As of 27 September 2018: http://www.insatsingenjorerna.se/om/
24
RISE. n.d. ‘Career opportunities.’ As of 27 September 2018: https://www.swedishict.se/about-us/careeropportunities
25
KTH. n.d. ‘Master’s programme in Naval Architecture.’ As of 27 September 2018:
https://www.kth.se/en/studies/master/navalarchitecture/master-s-programme-in-naval-architecture-1.48035
20
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Military Technology course26

domain

and control and intelligence, materials
and navigation technology

Stockholm University’s

University students

C4ISTAR

Master’s Programme in

Cybersecurity, information and networks
security, cyber forensics

Information Security
Source: RAND Europe

J.4. Industry-led policies and programmes
Although the defence industry takes a leading role in skills development programmes, these are often
governed in close collaboration with academic institutions. Programmes are typically tailored to the
defence industry’s needs, but often have few students per intake. Public-private programmes can start off
with 90 participants, but only 10 students may graduate due to the defence industry’s active recruitment
tactics. The industry often recruits young people in events such as campus career days before students
finish their university degree to compete with the recruitment of talent to the civil sector. The defencespecificity of skills is perceived by the industry to be best fostered within the company environment itself
and one industry stakeholder expressed that defence companies usually perceive a completed university
degree as less of a priority. Industry-led programmes primarily focus on general engineering, mechanical
engineering and software engineering skills in addition to business development and management
skills. The Saab Group’s workforce development programme is the most developed and covers several

stages of career paths (see Figure J.2).
Figure J.2 Overview of Saab's skills programmes

Source: RAND Europe

26

Swedish Defence University. n.d. ‘Military Technology. As of 27 September 2018: https://www.fhs.se/en/swedishdefence-university/research/our-research/research-subjects/military-technology.html
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Skills hubs in specialised competency areas, such as Smartare Elektroniksystem (SE), have also emerged to
facilitate knowledge sharing in thematic areas such as electronic systems at the national level.27 The SE is
an industry-led skills hub that involves a large consortium of partners from the electronics and cyber
industries.28 While not a defence-specific initiative, SE involves a number of stakeholders from the
defence sector, producing situational and needs analyses to provide Swedish electronics companies with
information on skills supply requirements to increase their competitiveness.29 Industry associations such as
SOFF also conduct skills requirements analyses, recently conducting one on Sweden’s cyber skills
requirements.30 Another example is the online skills and talent hub Skills.se, which collects and
disseminates information for industry employers such as Saab and jobseekers on vacancies and other
professional development opportunities.31 Private training organisations such as EC-Council Sweden32
also offer degrees, training and certification schemes in the cyber domain. Industry programmes in the
Swedish DTIB specialised in defence-specific skills and offer programmes at career stages from secondary
school to mid-career professionals (See Table AJ3).
Table J.3 Overview of industry programmes
Programme

Career stage

Domain

Skills focus

Saab Technical High

Secondary school students

Cross-

Aeronautics,

domain

communication,

School

surveillance,
management,

logistics, security
Saab Summer Job

Secondary school students,

Cross-

Programme

University students, Early-

domain

-

career professionals

Saab Internship

University students, Early-

Cross-

Programme

career professionals

domain

Saab Graduate

Early-career professionals

Cross-

Leadership Programme
CombiTech Talent

Management

domain
Mid-career professionals

Programme
CombiTech Cyber

-

Cross-

Management

domain
Early-career professionals

Cross-

Security Talent

Computer forensics, network security,
cryptography and key management,

27

Smartare
Elektroniksytstem.
n.d.
‘Competency
hub.’
As
of
27
September
2018:
http://www.smartareelektroniksystem.se/insatser/kompetensnav/
28
Smartare
Elektroniksytstem.
n.d.
‘Competency
hub.’
As
of
27
September
2018:
http://www.smartareelektroniksystem.se/insatser/kompetensnav/
29
Smartare
Elektroniksytstem.
n.d.
‘Competency
hub.’
As
of
27
September
2018:
http://www.smartareelektroniksystem.se/insatser/kompetensnav/
30
SOFF.
2018.
‘Cyberskills.’
As
of
27
September
2018:
https://soff.se/wpcontent/uploads/2018/06/Cyberfolder.pdf
31
Skill.se (homepage). n.d. As of 27 September 2018: http://skill.se/
32
EC-Council. 2018. ‘About EC-Council’. As of 20 December 2018: https://www.eccouncil.org/sweden/
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Programme

domain

ethical hacking, incident management,
secure system development

BAE Systems AB Joint

Secondary school students

Cross-

Programme with

Technical skills

domain

Teknikcollege
Source: RAND Europe

Beyond these general programmes, specific defence equipment programmes can trigger the development
of associated industry and skills programmes, as well as present significant learning and professional
development opportunities (See Box J.2).
Box J.1 Skills development through the Gripen programme
The challenge of making Gripen both lightweight and affordable triggered Saab to increase investment in
materials science and computer modelling, which further triggered the company’s investment in educational
programmes.33 The Gripen programme not only brought additional employment to the city of Linköping, but
also anchored the aerospace cluster in Linköping and established Saab’s role as a catalyst for talent
development in the region.34 The company was seen to function as a ‘private technical university’ during
the duration of the programme by creating a knowledge hub through cooperation between academia,
industry and government.35 Saab created informal ties and communication channels and provided funding
for teaching, research, industrial PhDs and adjunct professors, as well as generated significant knowledge
exchange that led to the development of several start-ups and spill-overs to civil industries in the region.36
Source: Keating et al. (2015) and RAND Europe analysis

J.5. SWOT analysis of national and regional programmes
In Sweden, skills demand and supply are comparatively closely aligned due to close coordination between
the government customer, academia and industry. However, a shortage of the defence industry’s necessary
skills nonetheless persists due to competition from civil industries. Sweden’s emphasis on advanced R&D
has however developed a competitive economic advantage in innovative technologies with defence

33

Keating, Edward G., Irina Elena Danescu, Dan Jenkins, James Black, Robert Murphy, Deborah Peetz, and Sarah
H. Bana. 2015. The Economic Consequences of Investing in Shipbuilding: Case Studies in the United States and Sweden.
Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-1036-AUS. As of September 21 2018:
https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR1036.html
34
Keating, Edward G., Irina Elena Danescu, Dan Jenkins, James Black, Robert Murphy, Deborah Peetz, and Sarah
H. Bana. 2015. The Economic Consequences of Investing in Shipbuilding: Case Studies in the United States and Sweden.
Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-1036-AUS. As of September 21 2018:
https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR1036.html
35
Keating, Edward G., Irina Elena Danescu, Dan Jenkins, James Black, Robert Murphy, Deborah Peetz, and Sarah
H. Bana. 2015. The Economic Consequences of Investing in Shipbuilding: Case Studies in the United States and Sweden.
Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-1036-AUS. As of September 21 2018:
https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR1036.html
36
Keating, Edward G., Irina Elena Danescu, Dan Jenkins, James Black, Robert Murphy, Deborah Peetz, and Sarah
H. Bana. 2015. The Economic Consequences of Investing in Shipbuilding: Case Studies in the United States and Sweden.
Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-1036-AUS. As of September 21 2018:
https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR1036.html
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applications. The Swedish model’s emphasis on advanced R&D in the defence and dual-use sectors has
also generated a high concentration of engineering talent in the country, but the Swedish defence and
dual-use sectors compete over the Swedish engineering skills base. The wider ongoing efforts towards the
mobilisation of the entire society to support Sweden’s civil and defence technological and industrial skills
base includes early engagement, aggressive recruitment tactics in technical universities and active
encouragement of synergies between programmes in different sectors, as well as talent and knowledge
exchange between the civil and defence industries.
Figure J.3 SWOT analysis of national and industry programmes

Internal factors
Strengths

Weaknesses

The government works closely with industry and academia
to help programmes align skills supply to demand.

Engineering skills are in particularly high demand due to
sustained R&D activity in Sweden, resulting in an overall
shortage of engineers.

High emphasis on R&D has created a large pool of highlyskilled engineering talent in Sweden developed by
Sweden’s network of technical universities.
Physical and online skills hubs such as professional
networks, online portals or physical co-location around
defence programmes create opportunities for talent
development and knowledge exchange.

National programmes in defence academies prioritise
industry-relevant skills less than industry programmes,
and instead are more focused on political science and
military tactics because they are primarily aimed at
military officers.

Government skills development programmes exhibit a
strong focus towards defence-specific skillsets.
Swedish defence companies and industry associations
regularly conduct situational and needs analyses to ensure
that programmes are adapted to demand.
The Swedish government offers funding to defence
colleges, universities and Defence Materiel Organisation
(FMV)-led skills programmes.
Military colleges offer transferable industry-related skills
through development courses in military science and
engineering that are open to civilians.

External factors
Opportunities

Threats

Sweden’s centres of excellence in emerging technology
industries with defence applications such as artificial
intelligence, robotics and autonomous vehicles could
contribute to academic programmes that support the wider
development of defence-relevant skills.

The defence industry competes with civil industries such
as the automotive, telecommunications and gaming
industry, particularly for software engineers.

Early engagement with youth could raise awareness and
increase the attractiveness of pursuing a career in the
defence industry.
Increased public awareness on cybercrimes and state

16

The Swedish economy’s reliance on engineering skills
across all industries that comprise Sweden’s centres of
excellence increases competition for skilled engineers.
The negative public perception of the defence industry
limits its ability to recruit talent.

Defence industrial skills landscape in selected EU Member States
sponsored cyberattacks on Sweden have led to the growth
of educational programmes in cyber.
Source: RAND Europe analysis
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